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Raman thermometry is often utilized to measure temperature in gallium nitride (GaN) electronics. However, the accuracy of the technique is subject to errors arising from stresses which develop during device operation as a result of both thermoelastic and inverse piezoelectric effects. To assess the implications of these stresses on Raman thermometry, we investigate the use of the Stokes peak position, linewidth, and Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity ratio to estimate the temperature of GaN devices during operation. Our results indicate that only temperature measurements obtained from the intensity ratio method are independent of these stresses. Measurements using the linewidth, meanwhile, were found to correspond well with those obtained from the intensity ratio through the use of a reference condition which accounted for the stress dependency of this spectral component. These results were then compared to a three dimensional finite element model which yielded a correlation to within 5\% between the computational and experimental methods. The peak position method, in contrast, was found to underpredict temperature in all circumstances due to the stress distribution which is present during device operation. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2940131]

I. INTRODUCTION

Stemming from both a wide bandgap and large breakdown voltage, gallium nitride (GaN) devices are attractive for an array of applications ranging from solid-state lighting to wireless base stations and advanced military radar.\textsuperscript{1-3} While major advancements have been achieved in the fabrication of these high performance nitride devices, widespread realization of their use has been limited, in part, due to reliability concerns.\textsuperscript{4-9} These concerns are particularly relevant with respect to GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) which are capable of operating under intense electric fields and current densities thereby enabling large rf output power.\textsuperscript{9} The same fields responsible for this high performance, however, elicit acute device heating. This heating, in turn, significantly contributes to device degradation which limits both the overall lifetime and performance of the transistor.\textsuperscript{6-10} Thus, evaluation of this self-heating through the measurement of temperature is then critical to the realization of next generation GaN microelectronics.

While a number of techniques have been utilized in the thermometry of GaN devices, Raman spectroscopy remains one of the most widely incorporated. The 1 \(\mu\)m spatial resolution and relative ease of implementation have offered insight into physical phenomena previously undetectable by methods such as IR thermography.\textsuperscript{11-18} In Raman thermometry, temperature is deduced through analysis of the inelastic energy transfer between light (photons) and lattice vibrations (phonons). As the incident light is invariant with device temperature, all deductions are then based on changes in the phonon behavior of the crystal. Thus any aspect of the phonon which changes with temperature, i.e., its population, lifetime, or energy, can then be used to probe the thermal state of the device.

Temperature measurements using Raman spectroscopy are typically carried out by analyzing changes in the energy of zone-centered optical phonons through analysis of the Stokes peak position. In such an approach, a shift in frequency of the peak is monitored and subsequently converted to temperature using an appropriate calibration standard. Often, this calibration is acquired by tracking the change in a prominent Raman peak across the temperature range of interest. Practically, this occurs by isothermally heating a sample and following the degree to which the peak shifts due to a known temperature change. Upon calibrating a GaN epilayer structure, however, there is an inherent evolution of thermoelastic stress which arises due to mismatches in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the layers. The extent to which this stress develops, in turn, affects the resulting calibration. In fact, previous research has demonstrated that differences in the Raman calibration of GaN epilayer structures may be attributed to variances in the stress states between the samples.\textsuperscript{19} As a consequence, a calibration is strictly valid only if the stress state—at which the measurement is taken—is identical to that at which the calibration was performed.

During operation of GaN transistors, however, localized heating, as seen in Fig. 1, causes a deviation from the isothermal temperatures present during the calibration. Thus, the operational thermoelastic stress distribution will be different from that of the calibration. This difference in stress states between calibration and operation will introduce errors in the measurement of temperature using the Stokes peak.
shift. The extent of this error will be directly proportional to the degree to which these stress states deviate. Therefore, if the deviation between the stress states is minimal, then the errors will be small as well. Regardless, it is necessary to consider the stress when making Raman temperature measurements as its presence may yield large, non-negligible, errors.\textsuperscript{19,20} Despite this fact, while some investigations have been performed with regard to both microelectromechanical systems and GaN devices, the impact of evolving stress states on Raman thermometry has received limited attention in literature.\textsuperscript{11,19,21–23}

Stress-independent Raman measurements may be accomplished by examining the solely temperature-dependent phonon population through analysis of the ratio between the Stokes and anti-Stokes intensities.\textsuperscript{24,25} Although theoretically simplistic, the extensive nature of this measurement makes both calibration and experimentation quite difficult in practice.\textsuperscript{26} In addition, the integration time is at least double that of a standard Stokes analysis making the approach time intensive as well as tedious. In light of these considerations, the ideal Raman spectral component for thermal measurements would provide both the stress insensitivity of the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio with the speed of the Stokes peak position measurement.

To this end, recent investigations have focused on performing temperature measurements utilizing the lifetime of the phonon through analysis of the linewidth of the Stokes response. This aspect of the spectrum is stress insensitive in silicon based devices thus allowing for thermal evaluation even in the presence of an evolving biaxial thermoelastic stress.\textsuperscript{22} However, in GaN-based devices, it is unclear whether this same insensitivity will remain as stress no longer stems solely from thermally induced effects but also due to piezoelectric contributions which may affect both the energy and the lifetime of the phonon. Such ambiguity demands that the full nature of the Raman response be examined with respect to these dual stress effects in order to develop an accurate temperature measurement technique independent of their presence.

In response to these aforementioned issues, this study presents an examination of the Raman response of the \textit{E}_\text{2}^{\模式} phonon mode in GaN to the effects of both mechanical and inverse piezoelectric induced stress. For each of the induced stresses, the dependence of the Stokes peak position, linewidth, and Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio is examined. With the knowledge of spectral dependencies, temperature measurements which account for these stress effects were then performed on two differing GaN device architectures through the use of both the Stokes linewidth and the ratio of Stokes to anti-Stokes intensities. Comparisons between measurements and a three dimensional (3D) finite element model were then made in order to validate the experimental results.

II. DEVICE TECHNOLOGY

GaN devices utilized in this study are provided by RFMDR Inc. The devices are based on an undoped AlGaN/GaN heterostructure epitaxially grown on an optimized GaN buffer layer which itself was grown on a semi-insulating silicon carbide (SiC) substrate. A transmission line measurement (TLM) device was then created on this epilayer stack by patterning a source and drain using Ti/Al based Ohmic contacts. In the case of the TLM devices, these contacts are separated by a 20 \( \mu \)m channel which serves as the active region of the device. A HEMT was also fabricated on the same epilayer stack using similar source and drain contacts along with an additional 0.5 \( \mu \)m long Nickel Schottky barrier gate contact. Further details on the processing and composition of both the TLM and HEMT, each of which are shown schematically in Fig. 2, may be found in Refs. 27 and 28. Finally, in order to facilitate testing, the devices are wafer bonded to an alloyed copper/tungsten (Cu/W) package.

III. RAMAN INSTRUMENTATION AND TESTING PROCEDURE

All Raman experiments were performed through the use of a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope with 180° back-scattering geometry and 488 nm Ar\textsuperscript{+} laser. With a spectrometer focal length of 250 mm and a diffraction grating of 3000 lines/mm, a spectral dispersion of 0.46 cm\textsuperscript{-1}/pixel was obtained at a slit width of 40 \( \mu \)m. A slit width of 40 \( \mu \)m provides an attractive balance between detection capabilities and signal levels at the expense of some spectral resolution. Even with this expense, however, the resolution is sufficient for detecting Stokes peak shifts to within \( \pm 0.037 \) cm\textsuperscript{-1} from Voigt fits of the isolated \textit{E}_\text{2}^{\模式} GaN Raman line. A 50\times objective with a numerical aperture of 0.5 was used to focus the

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{(Color online) Modeled temperature contours in HEMT device during (a) calibration and (b) operation. Due to the difference in temperature distributions, the stress state during operation will be different than that of calibration. The differing stress states will contribute to errors in the measurement of temperature when utilizing the Stokes peak position.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{(Color online) Schematic showing layout of (a) the entirety of the package, (b) TLM, and (c) HEMT including the location of the Raman spot.}
\end{figure}
probe laser beam and collect the Raman signature of the samples. Finally, to avoid laser heating of the sample, measurements were taken at decreasing levels of incident power until no change was found in the resulting spectra.

A. Calibration of Raman spectrum with temperature

The acquisition of temperature using Raman spectroscopy necessitates an accurate calibration of the Raman response across the entirety of the temperature range of interest. To this end, the response of the GaN $E_{2}^{high}$ mode at the midpoint of a TLM device was analyzed from 23 to 500 °C in a TS-1200 Linkam heated stage. For each measurement, at least 70 separate spectra were obtained with integration times adjusted such that peak heights remained constant at $\sim$10 000 counts. The acquired spectra were then fit using Voigt profiles in order to calculate the temperature dependency of the Stokes peak, linewidth, and ratio of Stokes to anti-Stokes intensities. After all measurements were completed, the dependencies were found to follow the expected linear, parabolic, and exponential trends for the peak position, linewidth, and intensity ratio, respectively, as is shown in Fig. 3. Through fitting of these trends, any change in the spectrum can be correlated with an equivalent change in temperature using the methods outlined in Refs. 21 and 22.

B. Effects of mechanically induced stress on the Raman spectrum

To quantify the effect of stress on the Raman spectrum, a four-point bending test was also performed on the epilayer stack consisting of SiC, GaN, and AlGaN layers. Under increasing levels of tensile stress of up to 360 MPa applied along the basal plane (plane $\perp$ to the $c$-axis) of the GaN crystal, spectra were collected and analyzed with respect to the change in peak position, linewidth, and intensity ratio. While the induced stress was uniaxial rather than biaxial in nature, it is expected that general trends of the Raman spectrum will be similar between the different stress states as is the case in silicon.22 The purpose of these experiments is not to determine the phonon deformation potentials for GaN, but to determine whether certain aspects of the Raman spectrum are insensitive to changes in mechanical stress.

C. Effect of stresses arising from the inverse piezoelectric effect on the Raman spectrum

Thermoelastically induced stresses are not the sole contributor to the overall stress state during the operation of GaN transistors as the inverse piezoelectric effect is prevalent as well. Thus to understand the entirety of the stress’s effect on the Raman response, a HEMT device was powered under pinch off conditions in order to induce this type of stress while simultaneously preventing device heating. The Raman response was then characterized with varying source-drain biases ranging from 10 to 48 V which in turn gave rise to varying levels of stress stemming from the inverse piezoelectric effect. With this approach, the Raman response is monitored under loads induced from the inverse piezoelectric effect independent of the Joule heating as the current is held below 0.02 mA in a manner similar to that of Sarua et al.20

FIG. 3. (Color online) Calibration of (a) Stokes peak position, (b) Stokes linewidth, and (c) the ratio of Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity as a function of temperature at the midpoint of a packaged TLM device. The inset of (c) highlights the shifting, broadening, and reduction in intensity which occurs to the Stokes signal of the Raman response with an increase in temperature. Using these curves, any change in a spectral component may be transformed to temperature if stress induced effects are negligible.
**TABLE I.** Material properties utilized in model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GaN</td>
<td>k(T) (W/mK)</td>
<td>0.0013 ( T^2 - 1.3864 ) ( T + 54.741 )</td>
<td>Measured in this study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiC</td>
<td>k(T) (W/mK)</td>
<td>61100/(( T - 115 ))</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solder</td>
<td>k (W/mK)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Supplied by vendor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu/W package</td>
<td>k(T) (W/mK)</td>
<td>-0.0004 ( T^2 - 0.7492 ) ( T + 18.20 )</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D. Device temperature measurements**

Using the acquired dependencies of the Raman response to temperature and stress, temperature measurements were then carried out on both the TLM and six finger HEMT during device operation. For all measurements, samples were mounted to a controlled heated stage maintained at 85 °C using a thermal grease compound. With respect to the TLM, Raman spectra were obtained at the midpoint of the device under power dissipations of up to 6 W. At each power level, the Stokes peak shift, linewidth, and intensity ratio were used to measure temperature. A similar procedure was used in the analysis of the HEMT to examine temperatures at total dissipated power levels up to 6 W. In this case, the Raman response was acquired along the third finger at the midpoint of the channel between gate and drain halfway along the gate width, as seen in Fig. 2(c).

**IV. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF DEVICES**

To verify the temperature measurements acquired during the Raman experiments, finite element models of both the TLM and HEMT devices were built utilizing the ANSYS software package. In order to simplify the systems under investigation, symmetry allowed for only one-quarter of the geometry to be modeled. This geometrical reduction reduced the number of elements thus speeding convergence. To capture the essential nonlinear physics of the devices, temperature dependent thermal properties were incorporated into the GaN, SiC, and Cu/W layers, as shown in Table I. With respect to the GaN, thermal conductivity values were acquired as a function of temperature through 3\( \omega \) testing of metal organic chemical vapor deposition–prepared GaN grown on sapphire which is of similar quality to that of the epilayer stack. Results from the test compare favorably to other reported values of thermal conductivity for GaN thin films with similar defect densities and doping profiles.29 Further details on the 3\( \omega \) technique are outlined in Ref. 30.

Additional layers in the packaged devices included a solder layer between the SiC and Cu/W, as well as a simulated thermal grease layer. While the solder layer was included in the model specifically, the effects of the thermal grease layer were included through stipulation of a contact resistance between the bottom of the Cu/W package and the temperature of the heated stage (85 °C). This one dimensional (1D) approximation to the grease layer is acceptable assuming the spreading resistance is small which is likely owing to the extreme thinness of the layer.

It is important to note that the thin AlGaN layer used to generate the two dimensional (2D) electron gas at the hetero-interface of the bulk GaN layer is not modeled. Typical Al-GaN layers are extremely thin, typically two orders of magnitude smaller than the GaN film, thereby contributing little to the thermal signature. The nature of such a thin film also allows for the heat generation to be added into the problem as a surface heat flux boundary condition instead of an embedded volumetric heat generation. This implementation is advantageous as it significantly reduces the number of elements needed to accurately model the temperature response of the entire packaged device. All solutions then generated were checked against multiple meshes to ensure proper convergence. Convergence was defined to be the point when the maximum temperature calculated between meshes deviated by less than 1%.

Solutions generated with the finite element models allow for the temperature field to be known throughout the entirety of the 3D structure. This is not true, however, for measurements made with the micro-Raman technique. GaN is semi-transparent to the 488 nm laser used in the experiments and therefore, the Raman system is essentially probing a volume of GaN instead of a distinct focal point. The resulting measurements are then a volume average through the GaN layer rather than a temperature at a distinct location. This averaging will underpredict the maximum device temperature by an amount proportional to the input power. Consequently, in order to compare the simulated results to the Raman data, the calculated temperature field was averaged through the entirety of the GaN layer using a simulated cylindrical volume 1 \( \mu \)m in diameter analogous to the region which is experimentally probed.

**V. THE EFFECT OF STRESS ON THE RAMAN SPECTRUM**

**A. Effects of mechanically induced stress on the Raman spectrum**

The effect of mechanical stresses on the Raman spectrum in GaN is shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the peak position shows a linear shift with stress. This dependency arises due to changes in the interatomic potentials occurring between each of the atoms along the direction of the load. The interatomic potential, in turn, is the greatest determinant of the phonon frequency and hence with its change comes an associated change in the peak position response.31 As these potential changes cause the peak position to shift to higher wavenumbers with compressive loads while decreasing with higher temperature, temperature measurements during device operation are oftentimes underpredicted using this method.23,25

The same dependency on mechanical stress is not seen, however, in either the response of the linewidth or the ratio
of Stokes to anti-Stokes intensities, as is shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c). This independence arises due to the very nature of these components’ signal. For example, the Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio is chiefly dependent on the population of the phonon being examined. Thus as the number of phonons is determined by the temperature dependent Bose–Einstein distribution, the resultant signal is independent of the applied stress as the phonon’s population is independent to the stress’ presence as well.

Similarly, the linewidth shows independence to this type of stress as its response is largely population dependent as well. Its signal arises as a consequence of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation which stipulates that a measured species, in this case the phonon, may only be measured within a certain energy band (Δ) if its availability to be measured (i.e., lifetime) is finite. This lifetime, in turn, is dependent on a variety of scattering sources including microstructural defects, material boundaries, and most importantly other phonons. As phonon-phonon scattering most often dominates, it is then both the presence of, and interaction with, other phonons which will determine the linewidth of the Raman signal. The presence of these other phonons is determined by, once again, the temperature dependent Bose–Einstein population distribution while the interaction between phonons is decided by the dispersion of the crystal lattice stemming from the interatomic potential field.32 While the interatomic potential field certainly changes with stress, the empirical results of the bending test indicate that only a minimal change in the phonon-phonon scattering results when the stress is applied along the nonpolar basal plane of the crystal. As a result, both the linewidth and the Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio may then be used to measure temperature even in the presence of a biaxial stress oriented along this basal plane as it often evolves during operation of a device.

B. Effect of stresses arising from the inverse piezoelectric effect on the Raman spectrum

Unlike the 1D electric field present during operation of a TLM structure, a 2D field forms upon activation of the HEMT device. The 2D field will be oriented in such a way that a planar component will be directed along the vector pointing from the source to the drain while a separate through thickness vertical contribution will form along the polar [0001] direction of the GaN crystal due the presence of the gate.20 These electric fields will subsequently induce strains in the material due to the inverse piezoelectric effect. Since GaN has only three independent nonzero components of the piezoelectric modulus, a shear strain is the sole component present during the operation of the TLM.33,34 During operation of a HEMT, meanwhile, this same shear strain is augmented by axial strains along each the three principal directions resulting from the vertical field component. The final stress state of the device will then result from these induced strains and the subsequent constraint to deformation supplied by the underlying SiC and any gradients which are present in the electric field. Disparate from the four-point bending test, it is of particular importance that the resulting stress state will have a nonzero component along the polar (∥ to the c-axis) [0001] direction.

To examine if the induced stress along the polar direction affects the Raman response, a HEMT device was examined under pinch off conditions allowing for the development
of inverse piezoelectric induced stresses apart from joule heating. Shown in Fig. 5 is the effect of this loading on the Raman response for each of the examined aspects of the spectrum. Similar to that which was seen in the mechanically induced stress, the peak position displays a linear dependence with increasing source-drain voltage indicating that the final stress is indeed directly proportional to the applied field. The linewidth, meanwhile, is dependent on the level of this stress arising from the inverse piezoelectric effect as well. This result is contrary to the initial four-point bending investigation and indicates that unlike the planar load, a polar stress distorts the dispersion to an extent which affects scattering and hence the linewidth. Thus when subject to stresses arising from the inverse piezoelectric effect, such as those present during HEMT operation, the linewidth, unless in some way corrected, will induce errors in the measurement of temperature. Without a correction to the linewidth, it is then necessary to utilize the Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity ratio to measure temperature as this metric is insensitive to both types of loading, as is shown in Figs. 4(c) and 5(c).

VI. MEASUREMENT OF DEVICE TEMPERATURE

A. TLM device

To investigate the capability of Raman thermometry in the presence of an evolving thermoelastic stress, a TLM device was probed at a package temperature of 85 °C under dissipative powers of up to 6 W. In order to completely assess the capability of measuring temperature at these large loads, each aspect of the Raman spectrum was utilized. Regardless of the method, temperature was obtained by comparing the difference in the Raman spectra between the unpowered reference \( V_{SD}=0 \) and powered states. The spectral difference was then transformed to a temperature using the appropriate calibrations shown in Fig. 3 and subsequently compared to the finite element model in order to assess the suitability of each method. At least 50 separate spectra were acquired at each experimental condition such that the resulting uncertainties in the temperature measurement were \( +0.4, 1.4, \) and \( 3.8 °C \) for the peak position, linewidth, and Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio, respectively.

The resulting trends of temperature versus power are shown in Fig. 6 for each of three aspects of the Raman spectra as well as the computational model. Values of the measured temperature derived from both the linewidth and Stokes to anti-Stokes ratio correlate well with those of the model indicating the accuracy of each technique. Meanwhile, the evolution of the thermoelastic stress causes the peak position to underpredict the temperature by as much as 50 °C in a manner similar to that which occurs during the operation of silicon devices.\(^{21,22}\) These results indicate the efficacy of using either the linewidth or intensity ratio even in the presence of thermal stresses without the need for any correction procedures.

Derived from these measurements, a separate conclusion can be made with regard to the sensitivity of the linewidth to stresses arising from the inverse piezoelectric effect. As shown in the previous section, the linewidth is modified with the application of the 2D electric field present during operation of a HEMT. In a TLM, this field is 1D in nature and acts to produce only a shear stress in the material. As the TLM cannot be operated under “pinch off” conditions like the HEMT, it is unclear whether this shear stress will affect the
linewidth. The subsequent temperature measurements using the linewidth, however, show distinct correlation with estimates of both the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio as well as the model, thereby indicating that shear stress reduces the inverse piezoelectric effect. Nonetheless, further research is required to determine the exact cause and effect relationship between shear stress and temperature measurements derived from the linewidth.

B. HEMT device

Following a procedure similar to that undertaken in the analysis of the TLM device, the HEMT was investigated at a package temperature of 85 °C under increasing levels of power dissipation up to 6 W (2.5 W/mm) with a source-drain bias (\(V_{SD}\)) of 28 V. Once again, each aspect of the Raman spectrum was used to evaluate temperature whereupon the efficacy of each method was evaluated through comparison with the multiphysical computational model. In this case, at least 70 separate spectra were acquired at each experimental condition such that the resulting uncertainties in the temperature measurement were +/-0.89, 2.5, and 3.1 °C for the peak position, linewidth, and Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratio, respectively. Shown in Fig. 7 are the derived trends for temperature versus power for each of the different techniques. Due to its sole temperature dependence, measurements derived from the Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity ratio correlate with the predicted operating temperatures due to the independence of the complex stress states which arise during HEMT operation which is the dominant piezoelectric component and causes the subsequent changes in the linewidth.

Consequently, in order to obtain a quick and accurate Raman thermometry method, the effects of these complex stresses must be removed. Sarua et al. asserted that the level of piezoelectric induced stress will be similar regardless of whether the gate on the transistor channel is opened or closed.20 By following these results, errors in the temperature measurement arising due to the inverse piezoelectric effect may then be removed by simply comparing the difference in the Raman spectra between the powered and pinch off, rather than unpowered, reference states. Practically this is implemented by acquiring the reference state \((\omega_0, \Gamma_0)\) under the pinch off conditions \((V_{SD}=28\ V, \ V_G=-8\ V)\) rather than the completely unpowered state \((V_{SD}=0\ V, \ V_G=0\ V)\) and once again measuring the operating temperature of the HEMT. As shown in Fig. 8, it is clear that indeed the piezoelectric contribution may be removed using the pinch off reference condition as the measurements of temperature derived from the linewidth now show clear correlation to both the estimates from the intensity ratio as well as the model. However, despite the removal of the piezoelectric contribution, the peak position continues to underpredict temperature as thermoelastic stresses remain a significant source of error. Nonetheless, through utilization of the pinch off reference condition, the linewidth allows for a Stokes Raman temperature measurement independent of the complex stress states which arise during GaN transistor operation.

VII. CONCLUSION

Operating temperature is a key determinant in both the reliability and performance of GaN devices thus making the parameter’s measurement central to further development. Raman thermometry is an attractive tool for the acquisition of these temperatures as it is noninvasive and has a spatial and temporal resolution on par with that of the device. How-
ever, the technique’s accuracy is limited by errors induced by stresses arising from both thermoelastic and piezoelectric contributions. This study has examined the manner in which these stresses affect the three different aspects of the Raman spectrum which may be used to measure temperature, namely, the Stokes peak position, linewidth, and the Stokes to anti-Stokes intensity ratio. In the course of examining their dependencies, it was found that only the intensity ratio was independent to all stress components while the linewidth was sensitive to the stresses induced along the polar direction of the crystal owing to the inverse piezoelectric effect. Thus only the intensity ratio was capable of accurately measuring temperature independent of all stress contributions. However, during the measurement of a transistor device, piezoelectric induced errors in the linewidth measurements were removed through the utilization of a pinch off reference condition allowing for utilization of only the Stokes response in thermal estimation. As peak position remains subjected to thermal stresses even after piezoelectric contributions are removed, future studies may quantify the level of stress in a device by monitoring the differences in the reported temperatures between this method and either the linewidth or intensity ratio.
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